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Grey Knights: Sons of Titan, by David Annandale, is a new collection of Grey Knight short stories in the Warhammer
universe. The Grey Knights are a group of Space Marines who channel fanatic faith and zeal to hunt down enemies of
the Imperium and banish chaos and heresy with their martial and psychic abilities.

Overview[ edit ] The Grey Knights is a Chapter whose primary task is to hunt down and destroy Daemons
whenever and wherever they manifest in the Imperium of Man. While your average Chapter will have, at best,
a score of battle-brothers who are trained in safely using the powers of the Immaterium , each and every single
battle-brother in the Grey Knights is a psyker. Though the psychic proficiency of each Grey Knight varies,
each brother has been trained rigorously to turn their powers towards the destruction of daemons, whether by
channeling it through their various Nemesis Force weaponry, or more overt displays such as roaring flames
and searing lightning. Another thing that sets apart the Grey Knights from all other Chapter in the Imperium is
the fact that not a single member of the Chapter has fallen to the whispers of Chaos. Whether it is through
their basic make-up -- one enduring rumor among the members of the Inquisition is that their geneseed comes
from the Emperor Himself -- or through their ridiculously arduous training process, not even the Grey Knights
would say. What is certain though, is that the average Grey Knight is so pure that they are anathema to
daemons, with the weaker of the latter crumbling into dust in their presence. Guided by their Prognosticators
and astride their fast Strike Cruisers whose speed would make other Chapters seethe in envy , The Grey
Knights take the fight directly to wherever battlefield or world the touch of daemonkind befouls. This is often
a grim and very VERY thankless task, and the average Imperial citizen will never know how they often owe
their lives to the battles the Grey Knights fight. The best that a Grey Knight can expect before he is laid to rest
in the Dead Fields of Titan is that his deeds will be remembered by the brothers he leaves behind. As to why
no one can know, well, see the following section. And boy do they like to do this. They have ritually murdered
Sisters of Battle , killed a bunch of first founding marines and completely obliteration of at least one newer
loyalist chapter, as well as routinely murder citizens and members of the Imperial Guard literally for being
nearby. The Daemon Prince Primarchs have nothing on these guys. But this is fine because Grey Knights are
the best and whatever they choose is therefore the best choice. Which makes the fact that the Minotaurs
probably teamkilled a strike cruiser full of Grey Knights for getting between them and their target absolutely
hilarious. However, despite being the Chamber Militant and therefore technically subservient to the
Inquisition, they are considered by all means autonomous, though they oftentimes work directly under
Inquisitorial authority on missions. Even their base of operations and anything that happens within their
Chapter are never discussed outside of these select few. Dark Crusade, and Dawn of War: More often, those
that the Knights fight alongside get mind-wiped in order to preserve their secrecy, and some are even executed
if they are deemed at risk of corruption after the battle is won. They can readily deal with more mundane
things like witches, mutants, and heretics; however, these forces would normally be left to the Ordo Hereticus
and the Sisters of Battle , and they would rarely be called in to deal with such a situation unless it was believed
that a daemonic incursion was imminent. Grey Knights also occasionally fight Xenos, which would normally
be left to the Ordo Xenos and their chamber militant, the Deathwatch , which is composed of the hardest
non-Grey Knight Space Marines around. Again, this is rare, as the Grey Knights and their Ordo Malleus allies
will typically feel that this is a waste of their talent. Fighting the Sisters of Battle , the Deathwatch , and the
Grey Knights all at once is a challenge that most sentient entities would much rather slowly gnaw all of their
legs off than face. It gets even worse when you throw in Assassins and whatever force happens to already be
present, i. And, you abandon the Emperor as the object of your devotion. For the first, death is merely a just
retribution. The second is a heresy so terrible that no punishment can be sufficient. Yet the search for an
appropriate penalty continues, and it shall be found. Daemonhunters 3rd Edition Grey Knights are also the
most elite of the Space Marines, and are trained in the most ball-crushingly difficult process that even veteran
Space Marines consider "hard". Needless to say the weak of will, weak of constitution, or simply plain
unlucky, get weeded out real early, but as a result only the best of the best gets picked. These numbers sound
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like absolute bullshit , but remember that the Imperium contains one million worlds. It is impossible to pin
down the number of people in the Imperium, but numbers in the quadrillions are on the conservative end with
quintillions not being out of the realm of possibility. Gee Dubs is probably way off on the numbers, but
perhaps only by 1: Even then that would make for possibly trillions of viable grey knight candidates, an army
large enough to punch the great rift in the face until it dies. Due to the screening process involved and the
harshness of the training regimen, even the "average" Grey Knight battle-brother is much more powerful than
the average Deathwatch marine of the Ordo Xenos , and are both more individually powerful and experienced
than the Sisters of Battle. However they lack the experience and versatility of the Deathwatch who probably
also marginally outnumber them, and are vastly outnumbered by the Sisters of Battle , which keeps a balance
of power between the three orders of the inquisition. Their equipment is then recycled and passed along to the
next recruits in line, and the gene seed harvested before the burial preparation. Organization[ edit ] Since they
exist outside the normal structure of the Adeptus Astartes, the Grey Knights have an organization similar yet
distinctly different from Codex Chapters. Instead of the Codex-standard ten companies, the Knights are
organized into 8 "Brotherhoods", whose lineages harken back to the original 8 founders of the Grey Knights
by Malcador himself. The ranks are as follows: Kaldor Draigo serves as the current Supreme Grand Master.
While he can override any current Grand Master command or mission, he normally only does this if a
Conclave Diabolus the daemons on their most wanted list or a Daemon Primarch shows up. The leader of a
Grey Knights Brotherhood, this Grey Knight has seen centuries if not millennia of combat. There are only
eight in total, in remembrance of the eight Space Marines Malcador the Sigillite recruited for the task. While
each also manages the brotherhood fleet, manage recruits etc. Just like each Brotherhood has a Grand Master
to lead it, so too is there a corresponding Brother-Captain to further delegate orders through the chain of
command. Similar to the old Legion Astartes rank where Captains could also be squad commanders, except
for the fact that they are always referred to as Brother-Captain. Similar to a Company Champion, the
Brotherhood Champion has renounced all forms of combat save for the sword. Given that all Grey Knights are
psykers wielding Nemesis-force weapons, this means that a Brotherhood Champion will be charging a
daemon with a flaming sword, evening the odds a little. Similar in function to a Sergeant, a Justicar leads
squads in battle, answering immediately to a Brother-Captain. The major difference between a Sergeant and a
Justicar is that a Justicar may wear personal heraldry. Purifiers are battle-brothers who are especially pure of
spirit, possessing high psychic ability that can allow them to wreath themselves in holy flame that will burn
anything Chaos tainted while leaving the Purifier untouched. Paladins are a special group like the Purifiers,
but whereas the Purifiers focus on spiritual purity, the Paladins are much more martial, serving as bodyguards
to the Grand Masters. Membership is acquired when an Aspirant completes eight separate quests establishing
his character and nobility. Note that virtually every Paladin is on the books to be promoted to Brother-Captain,
though Justicars can also be promoted if they earn it through some appropriately heroic feat and prove they
can lead well enough. Think, Space Marine Farseers. This helps to minimize the damage wrought, sometimes
even halting the summoning rituals before their completion. They are also probably the most powerful psykers
in the whole imperium bar the emperor, other grey knights describe them as blinding when they are
suppressing their power. It is unknown what lies within the box, but it is believed that if it is opened that
untold horrors would spill into the material world. It might even contain an embarassing photo of the emprah
from the Christmas party. Anticipation turned to balls-out horror , however, when it was discovered that
Matthew "Spiritual Liege" Ward was going to do the codex. The face-palm-worthy answer came in the form
of leaked information regarding the Codex: Grey Knights now roam around the warp, carving their names in
the daemon hearts of daemon primarchs - you know, the ones that single-handedly destroyed empires and have
ascended to daemonhood. At least that might make some sense Not content to rape canon with just one codex
entry, he then made it so that Daemonhosts could be taken by a Grey Knights army. Not content to leave well
enough alone, they can now work with radical Inquisitors, who, again, now harbor the daemonic in the form of
Daemonblades. Which is why he then included the Bloodtide. Look up Khornate Knights if you want to learn
more about this But hey, to be fair, it was designed for the purpose of fighting greater daemons 1 on 1, not to
protect from bullets. Although the codex does say something about there being an invisible shield of
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ridiculous strength protecting the pilot, without any regard to what kind of implications Super-Strength Force
Fields have, simply because Matt Ward wanted to make the DreadKnight look like the Power Loader from
Aliens What he really got from it was a baby carrier attached to a chicken that got beaten by an ugly stick.
After all, nobody was exactly thrilled by the last codex, but the only way they could get any worse was to have
someone illiterate write. That said, the 7E Codex saw a massive cutback in terms of both fluff and crunch.
Similarly, that bullshit story about Draigo forging a sword from a daemonic weapon was gone. In terms of
crunch, though, a lot more was cut, and the codex as a whole was beaten with the nerf bat pretty hard. First
off, they were finally excised from that tumor that was the old Inquisition List. However, that removal did also
mean that the Knights now lacked much in the way of anti-armor. Similarly, Thrawn and Mordrak were
banished from the codex because they never had models. A lot of the more cheese options for the Grey
Knights Grand Strategy and allotment of psychic powers mostly were also removed, as were the beloved
Psybolts. In fact, the only unit that got buffed in the codex was the Dreadknight, who got a major price cut and
was forced to be the only good unit, with the runner-up being the Librarian by virtue of his psychic variety. In
short, there were some price changes to units, a few units were switched into different slots, and there were
nerfs all around with very, very little to compensate for the loss, save for a formation and a few relics. Grey
Knights and the Adeptus Custodes [ edit ] Shield Captain Valerian provides a telling perspective about how
the most elite warriors in the Imperium views their silver-armored cousins. In this way he compares the
Custodians to the Grey Knights, both being descended from the Emperor directly, were incorruptible and
immune to the temptations of Chaos; the key difference is that the Grey Knights are a weapon of singular
purpose against the Warp while the Custodians had been intended to be the guardians of mankind in a future
without the Warp. This is a shared sentiment that skulks around the other Custodians like a foul odour. The
missing element in the Custodes deployment has always been the Sisters of Silence, a force that most
commanders very easily forget about, especially when faced with the awesome fighting prowess of the
Custodes themselves. But it is worth noting that they were always intended to fight together. Sister Tanau
Aleya believes that there is no physical opponent that the Custodians could not destroy, and that it was the role
of the untouchable Sisters of Silence to anchor supernatural or warp tainted enemies into the physical realm
where they can be wounded and destroyed by the golden warriors. Thus, they act on the opposite end of the
scale to Grey Knights, who fight against the warp on its own terms, where the Talons of the Emperor deny the
warp any purchase in reality to begin with. Which method is more effective, it is actually difficult to say.
When the grey knights arrive on the scene, it is already too late for everybody else: So, regardless of what
anybody else says , be proud of your silver dudes. For while they may be sometimes deployed as a preemptive
force, Grey Knights are more often typically wrestling victory from the jaws of not only certain-defeat but a
point where defeat has already happened. To win even when everything is already lost.
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Grey Knights: Sons of Titan (Warhammer 40,) and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

They are the champions of reason, order and righteousness, holding back Daemons and the scions of the Dark
Gods. There is no greater threat to the galaxy than the denizens of the Warp and the Ruinous Powers that rule
them. Daemons and gods, these otherworldly horrors tear at the veil between the Realm of Chaos and reality ,
hungry for the souls of men and the ruin of worlds. If left unchecked and unopposed, Daemons would claim
the universe for their own, pulling down the pillars of creation and fashioning a never-ending nightmare where
once the galaxy had been. Mortal foes cannot stand against the Imperium when it is roused to war, but the
Daemon is not mortal. History has proven that all men can be corrupted and even the mighty Space Marine
Chapters are not immune to the unholy temptations of the Dark Gods. In His infinite wisdom the Emperor
foresaw that even should He prevail against Horus the threat of Chaos would remain. A Blade Against Chaos
"One unbreakable shield against the coming darkness, One last blade forged in defiance of fate, Let them be
my legacy to the galaxy I conquered, And my final gift to the species I failed. Even now few in the Imperium
of the late 41st Millennium know of their existence, and those that do possess only fragments of the truth.
Legends and myths surround the Grey Knights, and those tales told about them are filled with broad
misconceptions and fanciful lies. The vast hordes of Humanity know nothing of the Grey Knights, and the
handful of citizens that have heard the name uttered assume them to be an arm of the much-feared Inquisition
or a Chapter of the mythical, superhuman Space Marines. Some of the stories and fables taught by the Adeptus
Ministorum hold the barest hints of the existence of the Grey Knights, but they are portrayed as
silver-armoured angels, ghostly manifestations of the God-Emperor or shimmering reflections of the saints
themselves as often as not. Those soldiers that have fought alongside the Grey Knights and retained both their
lives and their minds recall them only as Astartes of an unknown Space Marine Chapter, their unique weapons
and psychic powers attributed to forgotten technology and tactical doctrine. Other Space Marines know better
should they see a Grey Knight in battle, but are wise enough not to dwell long in thought about these
mysterious warriors. Legend has it that the Grey Knights were founded on the order of the Emperor Himself,
in the final bloody days of the Horus Heresy. The Emperor knew that the time was coming when He would
have to face His traitorous son Horus and that He might well not survive. However, He foresaw that, even if
Horus and his armies were defeated, the power of Chaos would remain a constant threat to Humanity. His
greatest warriors, the Space Marines, had proven fallible to the temptations of the Dark Gods and so the
Emperor set out to create a new soldier in His bid to protect Mankind. This new breed of Space Marine would
be stronger of will than his brothers, and unwavering in his loyalty to Mankind, able to stand naked before the
power of the Warp and survive unscathed. As the Emperor prepared for the final battle with Horus, Malcador
crossed the divided Imperium, searching corpse-choked battlefields and worlds drowning in blood for those
the Emperor sought. No other man save the Emperor Himself could have been given such a task and hope to
complete it. When the Master of Mankind looked upon those Malcador had brought He knew that there was
yet hope for Humanity. Twelve men in all had been gathered, four noble lords and governors of the highest
order, complemented by eight Space Marines. These eight selected Space Marines all possessed paranormal
skills as psykers that had been kept dormant as required by the edicts of the Council of Nikaea -- the Council
had ruled during the Great Crusade that the use of psychic powers was forbidden to Space Marines because of
the dangers innate to manipulation of the Empyrean. These warriors willingly cast aside their former loyalties
to their given Space Marine Legions and Primarchs , either because of the corruption of these Legions by
Chaos , or because they realised that loyalty to the Emperor required them to sacrifice all ties to their former
Battle-Brothers. That some of these Battle-Brothers came from Legions that had turned Traitor proved the
depth of their loyalty to the Emperor, for there can be no greater challenge for a Space Marine than to defy the
word of his Primarch. After meeting the candidates, the Emperor is believed to have responded, "Malcador,
you have judged well. These eight Space Marines do indeed have a vital role to play in the future of the
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Imperium, though veiled in secrecy will they be. The Grey Knights were created alongside what became the
Inquisition and their goals intertwined. Blessed with both superhuman physiology and the most advanced
Imperial weaponry, the Grey Knights would be the elite of the Adeptus Astartes. However, it would not be
enough for them merely to be strong of body and skilled at war, though in this they surpass even other Space
Marines. To fight the Daemon the Grey Knights would need to be pure of heart as well, with an unblemished
soul in which the corruption of the Warp could find no purchase. Hidden under layers of rock and shrouded by
powerful technologies, the structure had eluded discovery by the Traitors, their armies focused on Terra where
the fate of the Imperium was unfolding. The four human lords created the framework for the Inquisition,
tasked with rooting out heresy from within the Imperium. Malcador took the eight Space Marines to the
fortress where he set about laying the foundations of a new order of Space Marines. Everything had been
prepared for the coming of the Sigillite and the Battle-Brothers; an army of Servitors maintained the fortress
while cryo-vaults hidden at its core contained vast stocks of gene-seed. Hundreds of thousands of recruits had
also been gathered from the worlds of the Imperium. The recruits were also chosen for their latent psychic
gifts, so that once human flesh was implanted with Space Marine gene-seed organs they would grow into
potent psykers , with a unique control over their abilities. Some were even taken from primitive worlds newly
restored to the Imperium, their hardy people ignorant of the sky-war that had brought them to Titan but willing
to do what the gods demanded. For those first days Malcador guided the eight in the formation of the Grey
Knights, overseeing the awakening of the great citadel and its new Chapter. Before he departed, the Sigillite
selected Janus from among the eight to continue the work he had begun. Wrapping Titan in a bubble of reality,
Malcador sent it into the Warp , where it would ride out the final battle for the Imperium. His rites complete,
the Sigillite returned to Terra to face his final fate in service to the Emperor. The Founding For many standard
years Titan remained absent from the galaxy. Finally, many standard years after the end of the Horus Heresy,
as the Loyalist Space Marine Legions were dividing themselves into Chapters in accordance with the
newly-crafted Codex Astartes , Titan returned, just as Malcador had planned. However, time is subjective
within the Warp, and where only standard years had passed in realspace , whole decades had slipped away in
the fortress-monastery of the Grey Knights. Eight Space Marines and hundreds of thousands of raw recruits
had entered the Warp; a full one thousand Grey Knights emerged. By this time the human lords gathered by
the Sigilite were masters of the Inquisition , and had long been awaiting the return of Titan. Lost in the
anarchy of the Second Founding , so many and varied were the names and Foundings of that time that few
noticed the addition of another Space Marine Chapter. What transpired between these great lords is recorded
in the annals of the Chapter, the sacred words of Janus and the Inquisitor Lords marked out in ancient ink
telling of this first secret pact between the Inquisition and the Grey Knights. In the first centuries after the
creation of the Grey Knights the Chapter was called upon many times by the Inquisition. In the wake of the
Horus Heresy the Imperium still burned with war and was plagued by daemonic incursions. On the twin
moons of Yyrm, silver-armoured angels were held responsible for the destruction of the Ithican Daemon
Cruciform. Though none of the local citizens survived, they left behind crude drawings on the walls of their
refuge-caves, depicting men clad in glowing silver impaling twisting shapes of burning crimson, all fangs and
claws. The great Star-mirror of Vause records the coming of the Daemonhunters, though none of the ancient
astronomers lived to speak of what they saw. In the inky depths of the mirror the fate of the Vause System can
be discerned, every event to touch its worlds reflected, reaching back thousands of Terran years. The warriors
it disgorged set upon the Wyrm and its servants, cleansing Vause III in a war visible from space. Huddled in
the dripping cellars of their mountain sanctuary, their minds were tormented by the psychic blood rain that
drowned the world. Such was the glorious presence of the Daemonhunters that even without eyes or ears the
monks sensed their coming, "seeing" their deeds as fierce argent flashes in their minds. The Grey Knights
fought their secret war wherever the threat of the Dark Gods appeared, seeking out those places where the
fabric of reality grew thin and hungry Daemons turned their gaze to the realm of Man. This was to be the
sacred duty of the Grey Knights, and their endless struggle against a foe without number or remorse. Blessed
with both superhuman physiology and the most advanced weaponry, the Grey Knights would be the elite of
the Adeptus Astartes. To fight the Daemon the Grey Knights would need to be pure of heart as well, with an
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unblemished soul in which the Warp could find no purchase. To combat Daemonkind all Grey Knights are
trained to bend the powers of the Warp to their will, and each one is a powerful psyker. Mundane blades and
guns will not suffice against daemonic foes, and so the Emperor ensured that the Grey Knights would have the
skill to turn the weapons of the Warp against its denizens. Few mortal minds can master the powers of the
Warp without becoming infected by the corruption of that nether realm, and many human psykers end their
days wailing in madness or tearing at their ruined flesh with bloody fingers. Grey Knights, however, are
unique amongst Mankind in their control of their psychic gifts, their purity of soul and strength of will an
impregnable wall against the horrors of the Warp. Even the Librarians of other Chapters cannot match the
psychic mastery of the Grey Knights, and must always be vigilant against the insidious threat of daemonic
possession or madness brought about by coming into contact with the Warp. A Grey Knight does not gaze into
the Warp and fear what lurks within; rather, the creatures of the Warp recoil from him. Like all Space Marines
of the Adeptus Astartes, the Grey Knights are few in number, a mere handful when counted against the vast
span of the galaxy and the countless foes of the Imperium. However, even a handful of these expert warriors
are enough to turn the tide of a battle or vanquish a determined foe. There are few enemies of the Emperor that
can hope to stand against a Grey Knight, even when they outnumber him many times over. Few as they are,
the Grey Knights appear only when there is a grave threat to the Imperium from the Warp, often in places
where the Dark Gods have unleashed their Daemons upon reality. Theirs is a secret war against the Warp, the
true extent of the threat from the Dark Gods hidden from most of the Imperium, much like the existence of the
Chapter itself. It falls to the Grey Knights to contain the powers of the Warp, sealing breaches between the
material universe and the Immaterium or banishing powerful Daemons that have taken physical form. With
exacting precision and pitiless fury they will purge a world of Daemons, slaying Daemonic Heralds and
putting to death the Chaos Cults and Heretics that summoned them. Often the need of quelling a full-blown
daemonic incursion will throw the Chapter into an existing warzone, where they will be called upon to fight
all manner of foes. Alien monstrosities, xenos witches and Traitor Space Marines -- all fall just as easily to the
sanctified Nemesis Force Weapons , blessed Bolters and psychic might of the Grey Knights. The Grey
Knights are unique amongst the Space Marines as the only Astartes Chapter -- perhaps with the exception of
the Exorcists -- to have full knowledge of the dark secrets of Chaos. While other Chapters and Imperial forces
have some knowledge of daemons and how to fight them, only the Grey Knights are privy to the darkest,
deepest secrets that the Ordo Malleus possesses on these creatures and how to defeat them. The existence of
the Chapter is one of the most closely-held secrets of the Inquisition. The reasons for this secrecy start with the
policy instituted by the Emperor before the start of the Great Crusade: The existence of Chaos and the
daemonic was privileged knowledge which was to be kept from the populace of the Imperium at all costs. Few
men have ever laid eyes upon a Grey Knight and lived long after the experience, perishing soon after either to
the forces of the daemonic incursion or the zealous purity of the Grey Knights in the aftermath. Only the Grey
Knights can be trusted to resist the lure of Chaos, and while armies of the Astra Militarum , Adeptus Astartes
and other soldiers of the Imperium might aid in the destruction of Warp entities, they will likely become
corrupted from the experience. Even the smallest risk of Chaotic taint is too great to ignore, and Guardsmen
will be executed or subjected to telepathic scouring, while Space Marines might be mind-wiped or sworn to
secrecy with the gravest of oaths to their Primarch. So it is that when the psychic warriors are spoken of, if
ever, it is only as legends and myths. Yet, deep beneath their great fortress-monastery on the moon of Saturn
called Titan lie countless Grey Knight heroes, although few outside the Inquisition and the Chapter itself will
ever know that they existed. Uncommon Purity "Why should I fear the Daemon? He has no power over me.
This is a subject of much speculation and discussion within the Chapter and the Inquisition. One possibility is
that the Grey Knights have proven uncorruptible due to the unusual nature of their gene-seed: There have been
thousands of Grey Knights through the millennia, and therefore, countless opportunities for corruption -- yet
none has ever fallen. This reality defies statistical probability, yet its cause remains unknown -- and perhaps
unknowable. The debate on the incorruptibility of the Chapter continues, as no authoritative conclusion has
been reached. Yet for those with faith in the Emperor, the truth is simple -- the Emperor protects. Notable
Campaigns The Grey Knights have fought to hold back the daemonic hordes of the Dark Gods for a hundred
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centuries, waging their war in secret against an unrelenting and tireless foe. Their deeds are known outside the
Chapter and the Inquisition only as myths and legends, tales of silver armoured warriors saving Humanity
from the beasts of nightmare. Foundation of the th Chapter ca.
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Grey Knights: Sons of Titan is an anthology of novellas and short stories by David Annandale, published by Black
Library. Cover Description The Grey Knights are a myth, a secret Chapter of Space Marines that responds to the
greatest of threats, daemonic incursions into the Emperor 's realm.

The Grey Knights are a group of Space Marines who channel fanatic faith and zeal to hunt down enemies of
the Imperium and banish chaos and heresy with their martial and psychic abilities. This collection of short
stories features a continuous story of Grey Knight activity, following a squad of the Space Marines as they
battle a Plaguefather, heretical elements and ps Grey Knights: This collection of short stories features a
continuous story of Grey Knight activity, following a squad of the Space Marines as they battle a
Plaguefather, heretical elements and psychic foes and Orks. Annandale has written an interesting Warhammer
40k collection. The Grey Knights are a fun squad to follow, although are fairly standard as Space Marines
come. The short stories are interesting and fun, featuring all the standard Warhammer 40k action, and
grimdark science fiction. Even so, the collection offers very little in the way of innovation or appeal beyond
the 40k universe. It was fun, well written, but fairly cliched as 40k stories go. This should be no problem for
fans of the 40k book series, and if so, this collection of short stories can be easily recommended. For science
fiction fans who have not read any Warhammer 40k books previously, however, this is not the best starting
place. A fun and light read, with few bells and whistles, I did enjoy my time with this short story collection. It
combines together the previously-released novella Maledictus and the prose versions of two audio dramas
Incorruptible and True Name along with a short story currently only available in this book The Mourning
Tower. Set in and around the Sanctus Reach system, and tying loosely in with other stories set therein, it sees
Styer leading his men alongside Inquisitor Furia, following the strands of fate to try and put a stop to
worryingly vague daemonic threats. Read the rest of the review at https: The issues arise in the following short
stories, which do not have the depth, or the same interesting characters. The final story in the book left me
confused as it seemed very rushed and some plot points from the novella and other stories were left hanging.
The most interesting character in this didnt appear after a small epilogue in the novella, despite it
foreshadowing later app The first novella of this collection is very well written and offers a good read with a
few interesting characters. The most interesting character in this didnt appear after a small epilogue in the
novella, despite it foreshadowing later appearances. This collection should be read for the main novella and a
couple of the stories. I like how the novella and following shorts work as one story arc. There is great
atmosphere and some bad ass smack downs here. This was my first foray into the world of the Grey Knights
chapter. Will be seeking out more.
4: Grey Knights: Sons of Titan (Anthology) - Warhammer 40k - Lexicanum
Grey Knights: Sons of Titan From the war-torn Sanctus Reach to the Realm of Chaos itself, Grey Knights Squad Styre
battles their daemonic foe across four tales of incredible adventure and heroic sacrifice.

5: Warhammer 40K Grey Knights Sons of Titan SC (C: ) - Discount Comic Book Service
Bellarius looks at the latest Grey Knights release, giving a few thoughts on Sons of Titan by David Annandale. "An
unfortunate disappointment with a few gems sprinkled in." - Bellarius, The Founding Fields.

6: Grey Knights: Sons of Titan | David Annandale Book | Buy Now | at Mighty Ape Australia
Cheap Games Workshop Black Library Grey Knights: Sons of Titan is Â£ with a 15% Discount off Recommended Retail
Price and fast shipping times.
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7: Grey Knights: Sons of Titan | Book by David Annandale | Official Publisher Page | Simon & Schuster
A change from my Executioner force, showing off my entire Grey Knight force with Custodes and Inquisition allies, led
by the new Emperor himself, Roboute!

8: Grey Knights: Sons of Titan : David Annandale :
Grey Knights: Sons of Titan by David Annandale - The Space Marine daemon-hunters pursue the followers of the
Plague God across the battlefields of the.

9: Grey knights : sons of titan (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com]
The Grey Knights are a myth, a secret Chapter of Space Marines that responds to the greatest of threats: daemonic
incursions into the Emperor's realm. They are spoken of in legends, silver-armoured heroes whose weapons blaze with
holy fire and whose merest touch can destroy the servants of the Ruinous Powers.
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